I write to you today - in the column you
thoughtfulness — in the column you
about me — which was in the
Sunday section of the Boston Globe — and
in the past about 2 days ago.

Jack was touched and grateful.
As a result was I — but I must
say I experienced one feeling —
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3) The voids left when you stopped being the President's Wife — and never referring to the dark side of the coin — only to the light, you found commendable — it makes me feel ashamed — and that you have been imposed upon —

But it is conceited just to look at things through one's own eyes — so when I look at what you did from far away — it appears one of the most gracious gestures ever. When you admire someone as I have always admired you, you are always happy at every additional thing they do that proves their magnanimity. No one

3) He didn't — which was extreme embarrassment.

I always feel embarrassed when they pester you with questions about me — which you shouldn't have to be bothered with — and which you never fail to answer harmlessly and kindly — and with good advice — I didn't really believe what they said about making new friends while in the White House — in an article that came out just about the Knie & Inauguration, but I do now.

But when you do a whole piece on a successor who has not filled so